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The Right of the People to Keep and Bear Arms Shall Not Be Infringed

MRC NEWS
2020 MRC Election
The New Year presents an opportunity for us to elect new
officers who will lead the Marysville Rifle Club in 2020. We
need officers who will conduct club business according to
MRC’s Standard Operating Procedures, support legal,
sensible and practical proposals by our members that
improve and maintain our range facilities and our
members’ shooting experience. Please nominate
candidates or put your name on the list of candidates.
You’ll have an opportunity to make a positive impact and
continue the legacy of the Marysville Rifle Club.
The Positions that are up for election are:
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
3 yr. Trustee
Please contact one of the board members if you are
interested in running for one of these very important
positions.

Pistol Range RSO Proposal:

To have RSO supervision on the pistol range to
ensure safe operation, eliminate unsafe shooting
practices, and keep ranges open during hours
stipulated by MRC Standard Operating Procedures
(SPOs).

Pistol Range Update, dates, status:
The Pistol Range is Currently open to members.
Contrary to popular rumor, it has not been closed. When
a construction date is set, those dates will be sent to the
memebership via email and days will noted in the oline
calendar.
Please be respectful of the range and other shooters
when on the Pistol Range.
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along with popular caliber options including .22 LR,
.22 Mag, .38 Spl. and .357 Mag. The model that
caught my eye was the wood-gripped, 6" barrel 9 mm
model shown here. It looks like an enjoyable and
inexpensive way to punch targets at the range.

New Guns for 2020
There are always interesting new guns launched at
the National Association of Sporting Goods
Wholesalers (NASGW) Expo and Annual Meeting.
However, this year's show had more new models on
display than usual, which implies that we'll see even
more at the 2020 SHOT Show.
In 2019, the product trends included several freshly
minted non-NFA compact shotguns. This year we're
going to see plenty of new and existing defensive
handguns with optics-ready slides. Some will be
shipping with factory installed optics. On the long gun
side, companies are looking to spice things up by
adopting the quickly growing 6.5 PRC cartridge. Look
for product diversification that includes reduced price
models, lightweight options and uncommon action
types including lever-action shotguns and revolver
carbines. Here's a closer look at what you have to
look forward to next year:

American Tactical
American Tactical (AT) offers a diverse selection of
affordable imports that continues to grow. This year
the company will be adding a pistol version of the
popular Galeo AK platform. This milled receiver
semi-automatic is chambered in 5.56 NATO, sports
a 13" phosphated barrel and has a suggested price
of $1299.95.

For outdoor enthusiasts, the company will be offering
the RUKX Gear combo. The RUKX backpack is
designed for hiking and camping and available in a
variety of common sporting gear colors including
black (shown), tan, blue, yellow and orange. A
dedicated firearms storage pocket contains
adjustable straps and enough space to carry a split
AR-15 pistol or one of AT's folding 18.5" barrel
Nomad single-shot shotguns. Customers will be able
to purchase an empty RUKX pack for a suggested
retail price of $79.99 or a pack and Nomad combo
(12-ga, 20-ga. or .410 18.5" models) for $179.99.

Alfa Proj Double-Action Revolvers
Although semi-automatic pistols can be found at just
about every price point, double-action revolvers tend
to be priced at either end of the spectrum. There are

the more costly models at one end (Colt, Ruger,
Smith & Wesson, Kimber) and the budget-price
options at the other (Rossi,Taurus, Charter Arms,
Armscor). Recognizing the need for quality mid-price
options, Blue Line Solutions will be bringing the Alfa
Proj brand of revolvers to the U.S. Market.

Established in 1993, this Czechoslovakian
manufacturer's extensive line-up of mid-size, sixshot double-action revolvers has gained popularity in
Europe and Canada. These handguns offer a step
up in quality, compared to some budget models, with
prices range from $300 to $600, depending on
model. Alfa Proj makes alloy frames, blued carbonsteel or stainless models in concealed-carry, sporting
and target-shooting configurations. Features include
barrel lengths from 2" to 8", wood and synthetic grips

Battle Rifle Company Workhorse Series
Battle Rifle Company is preparing to launch its
Workhorse series of more affordable AR-15 rifles
and pistols chambered in 5.56 NATO and 9 mm. But
unlike some price point ARs, the Workhorse ships
with an upgraded set of features. These guns are
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built around the company's forged BAD-15 7075-T6
aluminum receiver with a free-float M-LOK
handguard, three-position grip and the new RACK
ambidextrous charging handle. The controls include
a nickel Teflon coated trigger, an enhanced
magazine release, billet trigger guard, enhanced bolt
catch and the latest BAD-ASS-PRO ambidextrous
safety selector. MSRP: TBA

Bond Arms Rough Grizzly

Black Aces Tactical Pro Series L Lever-Action 12gauge
Some folks tend to forget that it was Black Aces
Tactical that cleared the path for the commercial
success of non-NFA 12-gauge firearms a few years
ago with its Tactical DTRS. The only problem with
this box fed pump-action was the $1,500 price tag.
Since then, the company has worked diligently to
expand its non-NFA defensive and sporting
scattergun line-up to include several more affordable
options.

There has been plenty of demand for Bond
Arms' budget-friendly Rough Series of double-barrel
pistols since they were released earlier this year.
Outfitted with all of the same high-quality stainless
steel components as the more expensive models,
the Rough Neck and Rowdy pistols simply have
less polish and finish work resulting in significantly
reduced prices under $300. For those customers
who want a Rough pistol with a few more features,
Bond will be offering the Grizzly. This 3" barrel .45
Colt/.410 model ships with bear logo extended
rosewood grips and a custom leather in-thewaistband holster. The suggested retail price for
this combo is $377, which is just $78 more than the
Rowdy Model. Look for the Grizzly to start shipping
in the first quarter of 2020.

As of this writing, the company has pump-actions
and semi-automatics, both tube fed and with
removable
box
magazines,
side-by-sides,
over/under and even a bullpup configuration, with
prices ranging from $399 to $679. In other words,
many of its offerings are often half the price of the
competition. One option that stood out among
several new models is the Pro Series L lever-action
12-gauge, which looks like a great option for those
who prefer levers to pumps. Shown here with a nickel
finish and walnut furniture, this lever gun has an
18.5" barrel, 6+1 shell capacity and it ships with a
matching wood pistol grip in addition to the shoulder
stock. Suggested prices range from $399 to $469 for
this model, which is available now.

Century Arms Canik TP9 Elite SC Pistol
Century Arms has enjoyed steady sales of its
budget-priced, but feature-rich, series of TP9
polymer-framed 9 mm pistols made for them by
Canik of Turkey. Earlier this year the catalog grew to
include the TP9 Elite Combat, a duty-size pistol with
all the bells and whistles for 3-gun competition and
tactical application. Now the company has added the
TP9 Elite SC, a sub-compact TP9 for concealed
carry with an optics ready slide. Other features
include a Tungsten Cerakote over nitride slide finish,
iron sights that can be co-witnessed with a red dot
optic, two interchangeable back straps and a
reversible magazine release. This pistol ships with a
12-round and extended 15-round magazine along
with a synthetic belt holster that can be worn inside
or outside the waistband. MSRP: $429.99
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.357 Mag. version of the Professional to start
shipping around the first quarter of 2020 with a
suggested retail price of $406.

Charles Daly 500 Series .410 Double-Barrel Field
Shotgun
Charles Daly imports a variety of Turkish shotguns
ranging from polymer-stocked security pump-actions
to beautifully crafted sporting over/under models.
This year the booth was exhibiting an eye-catching
side-by-side that I just had to pick up. It was a new
.410 version of the company's 500 series with dual
triggers, exposed hammers and a choice of an
embellished model (fully engraved receiver, gold
appointments) or field grade option (half-engraved
receiver, black appointments). The 28" long blued
steel barrels feature Rem Choke threading for
removable chokes and the furniture is made of
walnut. In case this double barrel wasn't already
beautiful and interesting enough, the company
installed a release lever that allows it to fold in half
for easy transport. This model ships with a leather
sling and a storage case. MSRP: $725 to $875

Chiappa Firearms
Chiappa Firearms seems to have interesting new
models to consider every year. The company has
developed a new weather-resistant series of leverguns called the 1892 L.A. Wildlands which will
include fixed barrel and takedown versions
chambered for .45-70 and .44 Mag. The gun metal is
treated with a Dark Grey Cerakote. The 16.5" round
profile barrels are topped with both a Picatinny optics
rail and Skinner type peep sight paired with fiber optic
front sights. The laminated gray and black stocks
blend in nicely with the Cerakote finish.

Prices start at $1,599
Designed for target shooting competitions, the new
.38 Spl. Rhino Match Master was definitely the most
noticeable new revolver on the floor. This revolver’s
6" barrel is topped with an adjustable Aristocrat sight
system along with a competition-grade Hogue
Micarta target grip. The aluminum frame and steel
components are treated with a gray PVD finish. It
balances beautifully, which it should with a
suggested retail price of $2,990.

Charter Arms Professional 6-shot .357
Charter Arms specializes in compact, lightweight
double-action revolvers that are easy to carry in the
field or for self-defense. A couple of years ago the
company added a slightly larger frame, which
allowed them to convert its 5-shot .38 and .44 caliber
design into .45 Colt and .41 Rem. Mag models. That
frame was also used to make the 7-shot .32 H&R
Magnum Professional (#63270), a member of the
company's Blacknitride+ series of revolvers. For
2020, more Professional offerings are on the way,
including the 6-shot .357 Mag. version shown here
(#63526) with a 3" barrel, fiber optic front sight,
walnut grips and the series' signature black nitride
finish. This gun has yet to be officially announced, so
you're getting a sneak peek at it here. Look for the
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soft rubber recoil pad installed. The key changes for
accommodating smaller hands are found in the
shoulder stock. The pistol grip has a tighter radius
and no palm swell for a thinner profile. Other features
include an adjustable trigger, a raised-stock comb
and five extended competition chokes. MSRP: TBA

Inland Manufacturing M30 Gen II Chassis M1
Series
Inland Manufacturing brings the classic World War IIera M1 Carbine into the 21st century with the new
M30 Gen II series featuring the company's in-house
precision rifle chassis system. Its high-quality
barreled receivers and actions are already more
accurate than many of the rapidly produced originals.
The milled aluminum chassis provides multiple
adjustable contact points for increased accuracy.
This chassis system provides other up-to-date
features including an optics rail, accessory slots and
AR-15 compatible connection points for the pistol
grip and shoulder stock. The M30 Gen II will launch
with a carbine and two pistol configurations. The
chassis system will also be available as a shoulder
stock upgrade for those who already own a mil-spec
M1 Carbine. MSRP: TBA

Heritage Rough Rider Rancher Rimfire Revolver
Carbine
Heritage Manufacturing Inc. has offered a variety
budget priced .22 LR and .22 Mag convertible
rimfire Rough Rider single-action revolvers for quite
some time. These handy little wheelguns are a
favorite for casual plinking and small-game hunting
with real world prices below $200. This year the
company is taking this platform in a brand new
direction, or an old one, depending on how you look
at it.

The new Rough Rider Rancher .22 LR rimfire
revolver carbine is a handy little rifle inspired by the
revolver carbines of the 19th century. The blued steel
Rancher features a 16.125” round profile barrel with
an adjustable Buckhorn sight system. The alloy
frame has been replaced with a steel frame that has
extensions to support a straight, checkered walnut
shoulder stock. This rifle ships with an adjustable
leather sling with a suggested retail price of $297.39.

Kel-Tec P17 .22 LR Pistol
Just ahead of this year's NASGW expo, KelTec announced the release of its latest .22 rimfire
pistol called the P17. While the CP33, released at the
first of the year, is bulked up to support certain target
shooting features and a 33-round magazine, the P17
has been slimmed down for easy carry in the field.
With its 17-round magazine fully loaded the pistol
weighs less than 14 oz. Along with its low weight, this
pistol is listed at a low suggested retail price of $199.

Italian Firearms Group Giavone Over/Under
Shotgun
The manufacturers that are a part of the Italian
Firearms Group (IFG) take the production of fine
sporting shotguns seriously. The Italian-made
over/unders are among the best-looking shotguns
we get to see at this show. This year IFG is importing
a beautifully crafted Giavone over/under, which has
been designed specifically for small-frame
enthusiasts. This shotgun is available with 28" or 30"
barrels chambered in either 12 gauge or 20 gauge
The length of pull has been shortened to 13.5" and a
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single-action revolvers. These little 5-shot rimfires
are chambered for .22 LR or .22 Mag with the larger
models weighing in at under half a pound. This year
the Ranger II series of break-top Minis will literally be
expanded with the addition of a 4" barrel version to
the existing 2.5" and 1.25" options. You can read
more about the 2.5" version here.

Rock River Arms Precision Bolt-Action Rifles
Founded in 1996, Rock River Arms (RRA) was
originally a maker of custom 1911 pistols. By the time
I discovered the company, it was cranking out an
impressive array of AR-15 platforms. For 2020, RRA
will be adding precision chassis bolt-actions to their
catalog. The first model out of the gate will be the
RRA RBG-IS chambered in 6.5 Creedmoor and 7.62
NATO/.308 Win. The short-action receiver is fitted
with the customer's choice of a 22" or 24" cryotreated stainless steel Wilson fluted bull barrel. Other
features include the KRG Chassis system, an AICS
compatible magazine well and a 20 MOA Picatinny
sight rail. MSRP: $4250

Magnum Research 6-Shot BFR Revolvers
Magnum Research is famous for the massive Desert
Eagle semi-automatic pistol seen in so many TV
shows and movies. However, the company also
offers a series of beefy 5-shot, stainless steel singleaction revolvers called the BFR. The long-cylinder
version is chambered for rifle cartridges, including
the .45-70 Govt. and .30-30 Win., while the short
cylinder models (shown) pack a punch with
cartridges like the .50AE, and .500 Linebaugh. This
year the company is scaling back the KAPOW factor
to make room for more cartridges in the first ever 6shot versions of the BFR. Available chambered in .44
Mag or .357 Mag, these BFRs offer the same
features and custom options as previous models.
Pricing will be in line with other short-cylinder
options, depending on features selected.

Savage Arms 6.5 PRC Offerings
Although it took a few years for precision rifle
enthusiasts and hunters to catch on to the benefits of
the 6.5 Creedmoor, Hornady's 2-year-old 6.5 PRC
cartridge is picking up steam very quickly. In
essence, the 6.5 PRC has the positive
characteristics of the 6.5 Creedmoor with a 200 f.p.s.
boost in velocity. The result is added performance for
the target shooters reaching out to and past 1000
yards plus increased knock down for big-game
hunters.

North American Arms 4" Ranger II
North American Arms is best known for its
impressively diverse line-up of tiny stainless steel
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Savage Arms is embracing the 6.5 PRC in 2020 with
no less than seven new bolt-action configurations.
Model options will range from the top-end Model 10
GRS to the affordably priced 110 Engage Hunter.
Shown here is the 110 APEX Storm stainless steel
hunting rifle. It ships with a 24" barrel, adjustable
synthetic stock and a factory installed 3-9x40 mm
Vortex Crossfire II scope for a suggested price of
$749. So far I've been impressed with this new
cartridge and the Savage rifles I've worked with, so
I'm looking forward to seeing how well they work
together.
Smith & Wesson M&P 2.0 Sub Compact 9 mm

Smith & Wesson's M&P series of striker-fired,
polymer-frame pistols has been successful for duty
use and self-defense for several years. Now the duty
size and compact M&P 2.0 models is joined by a new
sub-compact version, which was already given
a First Look by NRA Publications editors. This latest
model’s trimmed down barrel and grip length make it
more comfortable to carry concealed. The subcompact will be available in the same calibers as the
larger models, including 9 mm, 40 S&W, and 45
ACP. Other features include an embedded stainless
steel chassis, stainless steel slide and two
magazines. MSRP: $569
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The Marysville Rifle Club
PO Box 303, Marysville, WA 98270
MarysvilleRifleClub.com

Club Officers
President
ko7i@comcast.net

Don Jones

425-330-6496

Vice President
a1miner51@live.com

Dave Eason

360-659-8420

Secretary
Joeriden@centurylink.net

Joe Ridenhour

206-660-4672

Treasurer
rwydro@comcast.net

Bob Wydro

360-563-0356

Discipline Chairpersons
Cowboy Shooting
joeriden@comcast.net

Joe Ridenhour

CMP/DCM
joeflaps@msn.com

Curt Bry

206-660-4672

360-652-8771

USPSA/Multi Gun
Steven “Rosey” Roessel
roseymichelle@gmail.com

360-770-1489

Juniors
k_lindauer@yahoo.com

Karen Lindauer

317-997-9780

Junior Shotgun Sports

Todd Staley

425-923-9091

Past President
Gary Wall
wrongwaywall@hotmail.com

360.629-3964

1 Year Trustee
lapuaed@gmail.com

Edward Carter

425-220-0670

NRA Instructors
Wilhelm@nwinfo.net

William Gruner

360-348-7081

2 Year Trustee
Joeflaps@msn.com

Curt Bry

360-652-8771

Indoor Pistol/PPC
tdpersell@msn.com

Tom Persell

425-501-3822

3 Year Trustee
rbmui@gmail.com

Ron Mui

425-750-0765

Recreational Shooting
a1miner51@live.com

David Eason

360-659-8420

Shotgun Sports
jchurch@frontier.com

John Church

360-652-1161

Hunter Sight-in
Keith.a.gepner@boeing.com

Keith Gepner

425-422-790

Membership Chairman
lapuaed@gmail.com

Edward Carter

425-220-0670

Executive Committee Email

Maryclubeb@gmail.com

Shotwad Editor
Angela Romainger 206-375-3976
Angela.romainger@gmail.com
Webmaster
rwydro@comcast.net

Bob Wydro

360-563-0356

Hunter Education Committee
Rod Moore Sean Overman Bill Vincent
Bob Moon
Keith Foote
Rich Brown
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Bill Whitley
Kit Wennersten

